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argument on which they had agreed in French, in his
typical blend of diplomacy and common sense. Auberson
would improve the French. The Emperor would approve
the draft, or ask for alterations of emphasis.
As diplomatic documents, the Ethiopian notes struck me
as perfectly drawn. It would have been easy for a small
African country to make a mistake in its dealings with the
League ; so many of the Powers fatigued with the poverty
and remoteness of Ethiopia would gratefully have struck
out of their diaries all their engagements with her, had she
given them the chance. The delicate reminders which
were addressed to them and left them no escape were
written by an American financial expert ; and expressed the
feelings of a pure African who had spent less than a year
outside his country.
The first time that I saw Colson he looked at me steadily,
then walked away.f The second time, he was lying
on his sofa at home, reading the Wall Street Journal, and
smoking a pipe. In this position he was more accessible,
and slowly measuring his words he told me that he thought
all anti-gold standard men were cranks.
I entirely disagreed with him ; on this basis we became
great friends. I guess that if I had said that I thought the
gold standard was wonderful he would not have liked me.
He lived in a small house on the road to the station.
Later it became a sort of Press bureau, more useful than
the draft was made by Auberson, less frequently by myself, and not at all
by Virgin, whose French was not so good ; but it always represented the
views upon which all of us had previously agreed. I do not think that I
was more fertile in ideas than my colleagues : Auberson's excellent know-
ledge of French gave the notes their style and served to present the ideas
which all had advanced ; and if these are to be described as ' perfectly
drawn ' no one of us is entitled to any more credit than the others. Not
infrequently a draft note was written by the Emperor himself, and on his
own initiative, and communicated to us for criticism and discussion.
Generally these notes required little alteration.
" The impression should not be given that discussions were usually
limited to the Emperor and myself. We all went together, except during
the periods that Auberson or Virgil, or both, were out of the picture because
of illness, and we all expressed our views, in which there was never any
impoitant divergance." (I would on no account belittle the work of Auberson
and Virgin. But a longer run of good health and, I feel, a rare force of
character, made Colson the greatest of the Trinity.—G.L.S.)
t Now, as I write this* book, he tells me :—" I was amazed that such a
journal as The Times should send to Ethiopia . . . such a person as you
appeared at first blush to be. It was probably to hide my amazement that
I turned away. This first impression, however, was very quickly revised."

